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Reviewer's report:

Respected members of the editorial team,

Sub : Ref : Review report following corrections of MS: 3766301402736781

The nature of fibrous dysplasia.
Liviu Feller, Neil H Wood, Razia AG Khammissa, Johan Lemmer and Erich J Raubenheimer

I am glad to review the above revised article, in which the authors have carried out the required major, minor and discretionary revisions as per the recommendations, and to my satisfaction. All the corrections are very accurate, to the point and address the matter very well. The authors have done extensive background research and have performed a commendable job on the same.

The manuscript appears well reasoned, is relatively balanced and with an acceptable standard of writing.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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